‘ME AND WILLY BAND’ Tech Rider

Pat Winfield: 216-410-5297/ me@meandwilly.com

BAND MEMBERS & GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Willy (dobro, harmonica, electric fiddle); Pat (acoustic guitar); Bruce (upright bass); Raven (acoustic
guitar); Brad (mandolin) (occasionally a banjo/fiddler added). All members sing both lead and harmony vocals.
Me and Willy play ‘from blues to bluegrass’ and are an acoustically oriented, roots band, preferring a
crisp sound and don’t necessarily need to be really loud. Each person uses a separate mic and boom
stand for singing; mandolin requires a uni-directional mic; Willy’s instruments and Bruce’s bass are run
through separate amps and with a direct XLR out; the acoustic guitars are run directly (Pat’s has no
separate control with a hot Martin bridge pickup; she also requires a hot vocal mic)
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Input Description
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STAGE PLOT: performance area is flexible but preferably min of 10’ by 6’/60 sq ft

LIGHTING
- No specific lighting requirements.
STAGE MONITOR REQUIREMENTS
- We will need a minimum of 2 floor monitors on stage on a single monitor mix
MICS AND PROCESSING
- 5 high quality vocal mics (all band members sing lead and backup) with boom stands, Willy and
Pat generally use EV NB767 but SM58s or equivalent are fine.
- we don'
t use any processing
- (please contact us before the show if we should need to bring our own mics)
MAIN SPEAKERS
- all we need is clear vocal reproduction over the normal voice singing range.
ACCESSORIES
- 2 XLR cords, 6 HiZ cords, table (min. 2’x3’) or chair on stage to hold items.
OTHER
- 2-3 bar height stools for Willy, Pat and Bruce are nice but optional for 1.25 hours or less.
- we would never say, “Hey, why are there 5 cold bottles of natural spring water here?” or after the
show (and in appropriate settings), “Who the heck delivered this Guinness draught and Great
Lakes Dortmunder?”
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